A Springtime Song
of the Colorless Light
Homework Master, Class One
1) Relate briefly a traditional story about the circumstances which drove Lord Buddha
himself to develop a form of bodhichitta, ultimate love for all beings.
[In a sutra called The Different Forms of Karma (Karma Vibhanga), Lord Buddha tells a
story to his monks about Maitri Yajna, a young man who was the son of a ship captain
who had visited many countries but then died at sea. The young man and his friends
decide to undertake a journey themselves, but the young man’s mother dissuades him
several times, and he obeys her.
He finally though decides that he will make the journey and starts to leave the house;
his mother kneels and clasps his leg, begging him to stay. He breaks away from her and
in the process steps on her head.
They set to sea and a typhoon sinks the ship, killing all the young man’s friends. He
floats to a strange land where he encounters, one after the other, fabulous cities where
he takes the pleasure of beautiful goddesses.
Finally he enters a city with a black iron wall, and finds himself trapped inside. A man
appears and explains that the youth has come to a hell on earth. The man wears a
crown upon his head set with whirling knives which slice open his head, over and over.
He explains how he came to be here, revealing that the story of his own life is exactly
the same as that of Maitri Yajna. And then the boy realizes that the crown is about to
move to his own head.
We learn that the visits to celestial cities were the karmic ripening of the seeds planted
by obeying his mother’s wishes; and that the crown of knives is a ripening of having
stepped on his mother’s head.
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But rather than running in terror at the approach of the crown towards his own head,
the young man instead begins intense prayers for his mother, his father, and for every
living being. He expresses his willingness to suffer the crown, in order to take upon
himself the pain of everyone else who might ever suffer in this world.
He thus discovers ultimate love, and because of this the crown stops in midair above
him, never to descend.
Lord Buddha reveals then that the boy was actually one of his own previous lives. This
and other similar stories about Lord Buddha are typical of the traditional presentation
of how a person develops ultimate love on the first of the five stages of spiritual
evolution, by encountering firsthand extraordinary personal pain, and then realizing
that everyone else in the world has the same pain.]

2) Describe briefly the way in which a practitioner who is on the path of a bodhisattva
might experience for the first time love for all beings, especially in the context of the
inner body.
[A person on the bodhisattva track might typically undergo an intense, brief experience
of the direct perception of ultimate reality. This is triggered when the knots underlying
the heart chakra are opened entirely, and prana or inner wind can for the first time flow
freely within this area.
During the ensuing hours, the person’s heart chakra is still somewhat open, allowing
them a direct experience of ultimate love. In this experience they are suddenly able to
look directly upon the face of every single living being in the entire world—in all the
worlds there are—all at the same time.
They feel an intense love for each of these beings, and see directly a future time when
they will stand above all the worlds there are, caring for each of these beings in infinite
enlightened forms emanated spontaneously to help each one of them.]

3) At what level would the traditional presentations of how Lord Buddha developed
ultimate love “meet” the description of how a person on the five stages of the
bodhisattva track develops this same love?
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1) Describe what an inner “wind” is in terms of prana performing functions of the body.
Give the names of the five principal winds, explain how they first form in the body, and
describe their individual functions. Finally outline how they affect the mortality of the
body, and how they relate to a core drop in the body, and the ultimate form of
pranayama.
[We’ve seen how prana flows through the channels of the body, especially the principal
ones, and how this flow affects our attitudes. When the physical body requires
functions such as the elimination of waste, or breathing, then prana gathers from
different parts of the body, teaming up to get what needs to be done done. When prana
throughout the body gathers to perform a function, we call it a vayu in Sanskrit
(unfortunately, the Tibetan translation for both the general prana and the
concentrations of prana called vayu is the same: lung in both cases; this can cause ome
confusion).
There are five principal vayus or inner winds, and they form within the body at
different points within the womb. Just after we make our crossing into our mother’s
womb, a continuation of our inborn winds is triggered; this then immediately triggers a
gross form of the life-holding wind, or prana vayu. This wind functions to maintain the
power of life within us, and to draw the other winds to the gateways of the senses.
During the second month in the womb, this first wind triggers the second: the
downward-clearing wind, or apana vayu. This wind functions to release and to retain
substances such as feces, urine, semen, and menstrual blood. In the third month, this
wind triggers the equal wind, or samana vayu—which enables us to digest food and
drink; to separate this out into nutritive and waste products; and to distribute the
nutritive essence throughout the body. In the fourth month this wind triggers the
upward-running wind, or udana vayu, which functions to draw wind into the upper
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part of the body; draw in the breath; enables us to speak; and makes possible the acts of
drinking and eating.
In the fifth month, this wind then triggers the pervasive wind, the vyana vayu, whose
function is to allow the body to move, allowing us to come and go. In the subsequent
months of gestation, these winds lead to the formation of the winds which transmit our
perceptions of the objects of sense.
Viewed as a group, all these functions of the body are in fact signs of our mortality: they
keep the body alive, but in doing so they wear out, and wear the body out. Ultimately
this is because of the knot in the chakra at the heart: the downward-clearing wind
eliminates feces and urine for example because it is restricted by this knot to the lower
part of the body, and cannot move up.
In the middle of the heart chakra then is a structure which reflects this dichotomy of the
body into two parts, upper and lower, forever separated from each other. This is the
indestructible drop, and inside of it are the red element and the white element, divided
within the drop like two halves of a pea. Here too is the storehouse of all our karmic
seeds.
As we release the three-fold knot at the heart, the downward-moving and life winds are
allowed for the first time to rise and descend, respectively, bringing about an opening
of the indestructible drop, and a perfect balancing of these two winds especially. Some
even say that this balance is the very meaning of the word “yoga,” or “joining.”
As an outside sign, our breath comes to a stop: to what is called kevala kumbhaka, or the
natural suspension of the breath. As an inside sign, we undergo the two great
experiences related to the opening of the heart chakra: the direct perception of ultimate
reality, and of ultimate love, the perception of and love for every face in the universe.]

2) List and then name the major chakras of the body, beginning from the bottom, in
both Tibetan and Sanskrit, explaining the meaning of the Tibetan names. Then explain
why in the yoga of Lady Niguma for example we work up the channels one by one.
Finally mention the four steps we take at each of these chakras to open them.
[Here are the major chakras we will be working with in the body, starting from the
bottom. At the groin, where the two legs meet, and then inside the body at this point
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about an inch, is what in Tibetan is called the “chakra of sustained bliss”; known in
Sanskrit most commonly by the name of muladhara chakra, or the “chakra of the basis” or
lower foundation part of the body.
Next in order, going up, is the svadishthana chakra, which is explained in Tibetan as
meaning “the blessing of oneself,” a reference to a practice of the inner body used to
open the chakras. This is located at the very base of the spine; we can think of it in
many people as at the area of the top of the crack of the buttocks, into the body say an
inch from the back.
Next is the manipura chakra, up against the front face of the spine at the level of the
navel. The Sanskrit literally means “city of jewels”; and in Tibetan this chakra is known
as the “chakra of emanation,” the idea being that from here the inner fire of the body
splits off (“emanates”) flame to pass to the top of the central channel to melt the element
there, and trigger the process of the opening of the chakras, particularly that of the
heart.
After this is the heart chakra—meaning a chakra which is again located at a spot against
the front of the spine directly behind the heart. This is known as anahata chakra in
Sanskrit (the “unstruck” sound of the heart beating, like a drum, without ever having
been struck by a stick). In Tibetan it is called the “chakra of all things,” from which the
entire world is produced, as the seeds in the indestructible drop open and produce our
world.
Next is what the Tibetans call the “chakra of experience,” with a very similar vishuddhi
chakra in Sanskrit, referring to the area where we experience the taste of food and drink
and begin the process of its purification (shuddha) into the nutritive essence. This is at
the base of the neck, again up against the front of the spine here.
Finally there is the sahasrara chakra, the “chakra of the thousand spokes,” a reference to
the many channels splitting off from this chakra at the tip of the head, just under the
bone of the skull. In Tibetan it is known as the “chakra of great bliss,” given that this is
the location of the white element, which plays a central role in the creation of spiritual
bliss, and subsequent realizations.
In the Yoga of Lady Niguma, we purposely work up the chakras from the bottom,
rather than attacking for example the heart chakra first, directly. This is because the
heart has three turns of the two side channels choking it, and is therefore the most
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